We introduce a McMillan-Ginzburg-Landau theory to describe the cooperative coexistence of charge-density and superconducting order in two-dimensional crystals. With a free-energy that explicitly accounts for the competition between commensurate and incommensurate ground states, we are able to map the transition between these phases and monitor the development of discommensurations in the near-commensurate regime. Attributing the enhancement of superconducting order to density-wave fluctuations, we propose a coupling scheme that yields a phase diagram in qualitative agreement with experiments in conducting transition metal dichalcogenides. The model predicts the development of non-uniform superconductivity similar to that arising from a pair-density wave, except that the spatial texture is driven by the underlying density modulation.
Recent experiments suggest the emergent superconductivity in doped transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) is closely related to fluctuations of their charge density wave (CDW) order [1] [2] [3] [4] . The archetype example of 1T-TiSe 2 (TiSe 2 in short) supports superconductivity (SC) amidst long-range CDW correlations, as soon as the nature of the CDW changes from commensurate (C) to incommensurate (IC) under electron doping [1, [5] [6] [7] or pressure [6, 8] , either in bulk or 2D samples [1, 9] . The SC stability is limited to a dome over a small range of the external parameter x (doping or pressure) in the T -x phase diagram. Since (i) undoped TiSe 2 is nonsuperconducting [5] , (ii) CDW correlations persist in the SC phase [10] , and (iii) the SC dome is centered at the putative quantum critical point of the commensurate CDW (C-CDW) phase, it has been suggested that SC might arise (or be enhanced) as a result of CDW fluctuations [11] [12] [13] .
The basic excitation of a C-CDW is called discommensuration [14] (DC): a localized defect (domain wall) where the phase of the density order parameter jumps by 2πν, with ν the commensurability fraction [14] [15] [16] . DCs have been observed in TiSe 2 by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [2, 3] performed above the optimal SC transition temperature (T max sc 4 K), and are implied by inelastic scattering [7] . This suggests that the CDW converts from C to IC through a near-commensurate (NC) regime characterized by a finite density of DCs, similarly to the cases of 2H-TaSe 2 [14] or 1T-TaS 2 [17] .
Although the range T < T sc remains unexplored by STM, it has been proposed that DCs might develop and organize as a regular network below T sc : Little-Parks magnetoresistance oscillations [18] observed in the SC phase of TiSe 2 films [1] hint at supercurrents flowing within an underlying periodicity; a natural speculation ties the potential SC conduits to DCs produced by the CDW background. This picture finds indirect support in STM that reveals the enhancement of electronic density of states within DCs [2] . In addition, the onset of a DC network introduces new low-energy phonons [19, 20] . If they couple to electrons and cause a Cooper instability, the induced SC should also be closely associated to DCs. Both ingredients -high density of states and low energy modes -suggest that the underlying theory must be able to tie SC to both fluctuations and the domain structure of the electronic CDW.
Ginzburg-Landau theories have proved to be a powerful framework to describe order parameter fluctuations in both SC and CDW physics. Insensitive to microscopic details, they permit capturing the universality of the underlying physics and are frequently the only practical approach to computations with coupled order parameters, especially with non-uniformity. To investigate the potential role of CDW fluctuations in either inducing or enhancing the SC instability in conducting TMDs, we propose here an extension of McMillan's theory for the CDW order in layered TMDs [14, 21] . It incorporates a SC order parameter coupled to the electronic density via DCs. In the vicinity of the C-IC transition (the NC regime), the predicted phase diagram reproduces the experimental one in doped TiSe 2 and this description naturally extends to other notable cases such as TiTe 2 , TaS 2 or TaSe 2 . The nature of the SC phase is interesting since the model implies its non-uniformity in the NC regime close to T sc . Moreover, with decreasing temperature, SC develops as a three-step percolation transition: from 0d to 1d to 2d superconductivity. The ramifications of this non-uniform, yet ordered, SC texture to the magnetic response are discussed. [14, 21] established how to tackle the C-IC transition in terms of a free energy functional with a complex order parameter. Although the approach is general, the relevant nonlinear and umklapp terms to retain depend on the particular ordering vectors and commensurability condition [21] . We must thus be specific and shall consider the case of TiSe 2 : Even though a number of TMDs are notable for their robust CDW and SC phases, the intrinsically small carrier density of TiSe 2 makes it easily tuneable across the C, IC and SC phases by either pressure [6] or doping [7] , including field-effect doping in the atomically thin limit [1] . Both bulk [22] and monolayer [23] TiSe 2 undergo a second order phase transition to the C-CDW phase characterized by the formation of a 2×2 superlattice in the 2d layers. The experimentally measured density modulation δρ(r) has a 6-fold symmetry arising from the linear combination of three plane waves with wavevectors Q C j ≡ G j /2, where G j (j = 1, 2, 3) are primitive reciprocal vectors related to each other by C 3 rotations [22] . As the in-plane ordering is the same in both the layered bulk crystal and monolayer [23] , neglecting the inter-plane interaction is appropriate to describe both cases and we will do so.
We begin by defining the complex CDW order parameters, ψ j (r) ≡ ϕ j (r)e iθj (r) , according to
which establishes ψ j (r) as an envelope function encoding deviations of δρ(r) from the C state. To describe the IC phase, we introduce 3 new wavevectors, Q I j , that parametrize a uniform IC-CDW with the same C 3 symmetry and further define q 
where the B term favors a solution ψ j (r) ∝ e iq I j ·r that distorts δρ(r) towards an IC state [24] . As usual, the quadratic coefficient is assumed to vanish linearly at a critical temperature: t ≡ A ∝ T − T icdw , and t will be our effective temperature parameter.
The presence of multiple non-colinear wavevectors contributing to δρ(r) entails that additional terms must be included for a consistent account of the free energy to 4th order [21, 25] . Considering the symmetries of the system, one can identify the distinct terms as described in the Supplementary Information and obtain
This complements f 0 (r) to make up the total free energy density governing the CDW order:
The notation ψ j+1 is to be understood as running cyclically through j = 1, 2, 3 (e.g. ψ 5 ≡ ψ 2 ) and, except if otherwise noted, the subscript j runs over {1, 2, 3} in all the subsequent expressions. Physically, the last 3 terms in Eq. (2b) reflect the electrostatic cost incurred by the superposition of distinct density waves [26] . The term proportional to E is called lock-in energy because its competition with the B term plays a prominent role in stabilizing the C state: it lowers the total energy of a C-CDW (we set E > 0), but averages out for an IC-CDW. When we consider an IC-CDW characterized by ψ j ∝ e iqj ·r , the terms in Eq. (2b) induce higher harmonics, implying that the equilibrium IC state consists of a linear combination of all compatible harmonics, and making the analytical minimization of F cdw a formidable task. We tackle the problem numerically with a systematic expansion of the order parameter, as pioneered by Nakanishi et al. [27] [28] [29] . The method, described in the Supplementary Information, amounts to expanding each ψ j (r) in terms of e iqj ·r and all the two-dimensional harmonics spawned by the nonlinear terms in Eq. (2b). Pragmatically, this converts F cdw from a functional of ψ j (r) into a function of a countable set of amplitudes ∆ j;lmn and wavevectors q j;lmn of the different harmonics [30] . The equilibrium solution follows from a multidimensional minimization of F cdw with respect to these parameters, as well as q j itself. We take q j q I j , and introduce η ≡ |q j |/q I that determines if the solution is a C-CDW (η = 0), a uniformly IC-CDW (η = 1), or in between (NC-CDW).
CDW phase diagram -As we are only interested in scrutinizing the C-IC transition and presently disregard effects that might arise from induced anisotropy, strain, etc., we map the phase diagram in the E-t plane fixing the remaining parameters to the values A = t,
This choice allows us to concentrate on the vicinity of the C-IC boundary shown in Fig. 1 , and drive the transition via E which, formally, controls the energy gain of having a C-CDW. Physically, a smaller E is associated to larger electron densities because: (i) phenomenologically, electron doping reduces the stability of the C state in favor of an IC-CDW [1, 2, 7] ; (ii) microscopically, a theory of the CDW instability in TiSe 2 must yield a reduction of the C-CDW order parameter with doping [13, 31, 32] and the microscopic lock-in gain, being associated with the condensation energy, is itself determined by the magnitude of the order parameter [16, 33] . For this reason, the (3); it becomes the gray line if as is E-independent. The inset shows the equilibrium η at tc (the transition is first order) and at low temperature.
NC E (lock-in energy)
horizontal E axis in the figure is reversed so that electron densities increase from left to right, as is usually presented in the experimental phase diagrams [1, 7] . The phase diagram in Fig. 1 exhibits the anticipated stability of the C state at large E (low density) and its suppression below a critical and temperature-dependent lock-in parameter: E c (t). Note that the critical temperature, t c (E), is reduced as the system progresses from the C to the IC state, in agreement with the experimental trend [1, 7] . Likewise in agreement is the abrupt loss of the C phase indicated by the relatively steep slope of the line E c (t). In light of our definition of t above, the asymptotic tendency t c (E → 0) ≈ 0 means that T c → T icdw , suggesting that an IC state is ultimately preferred in the absence of lock-in energy. To be more specific, the inset shows the equilibrium value of the parameter η at the critical temperature of the normal-CDW phase transition and at low temperatures: It grows towards η ≈ 1 with decreasing E, implying that the dominant wavevectors contributing to δρ(r) at each equilibrium state increasingly approach the reference IC vector Q I j . Knowledge of η is insufficient to characterize the rich spatial texture of the charge modulation which, following supplementary Eq. S6, depends on the detailed harmonic content that minimizes F cdw . Fig. 2 (a) shows a realspace plot of δρ(r) at the representative point close to the C-CDW boundary marked by in Fig. 1 . The color density scale shows that there is no single periodicity. In more detail, Figs. 2(b,c) show line cuts of the phase and amplitude of the order parameters ψ j (r) ≡ ϕ j (r)e iθj (r) along the vertical dashed line in panel (a). The phase θ j (r) displays a stepwise variation with periodic phase slips of π. Seeing that the definition (1) implies that regions where θ j (r) ≈ 0 mod π are commensurate with the Bravais lattice, the spatial profile of the phase reveals that the equilibrium state is characterized by domains of approximately C-CDW separated by DCs at which the phase jumps by π. This is the NC regime; it replicates the characteristics of CDW domain walls investigated by STM slightly above T sc [2, 3] .
More generally, adapting the interaction terms in Eq. (2b) to a commensurability condition Q C = νG with ν a rational number (ν = 1/2 for TiSe 2 ), one obtains a corresponding domain structure with the phase jumping by 2πν across the boundary of two neighboring C domains [15, 19, 25, 28, 29] . In 1D and phase-only reductions of this problem [ϕ j (r) = const.], the saddle-point condition for F cdw reduces to the static sine-Gordon equation [15, 19] and it becomes clear that a DC/domain wall corresponds to its soliton solutions. Even though the general problem of interest to us is two-dimensional, (1) still consists of a linear combination of one-dimensional CDW modulations along the direction of G j . It is thus not surprising that each θ j (r) seen in Fig. 2(b) retains the soliton-like nature characteristic of the 1D solution.
The DCs form a 2D network whose periodicity is highlighted by the yellow-dashed contours in Fig. 2 (a). They expose a Kagome superlattice overlaying the C-CDW, which is the natural effect of superimposing three equivalent 1D-like DC staircases along directions 120
• apart. For a general commensurability fraction ν, the period of the DC network is L = 2πν/(ηq I ) = √ 3a/(ηδ), where a is the lattice constant of the crystal in the normal phase.
Note that the amplitude of ψ i (r) is also significantly modulated. In particular, Fig. 2 (c) shows it can drop more than 30% at each DC. The high variational freedom introduced by the expansion (supplementary Eq. S6) permits the CDW to distort from the simple plane wave solution in order to minimize both the lock-in and gradient terms in Eq. (2) . It can therefore be, simultaneously, as close to a C and an IC configuration as possible, which the solution in Figs. 2(a-c) accomplishes by: (i) having domains of nearly flat phase and high amplitude (C-CDW) joined by (ii) domain boundaries where, on the one hand, the phase jumps so that on spatial average θ j (r) ≈ q I j ·r and, on the other, the amplitude drops to minimize the cost in deviating from commensurability at those regions.
Coupling to superconductivity -It is natural to expect these DCs to couple strongly with the SC order parameter: On the one hand, the development of a DC superlattice as in Fig. 2(a) introduces new low energy phonons associated with the superlattice [19, 20] . From the perspective of SC pairing due to retarded electronphonon interactions, the emergence of this DC lattice might enhance any intrinsic pairing tendency already present in the absence of a CDW [34] . On the other hand, DCs are nothing but CDW fluctuations. While both phase and amplitude fluctuations are gapped in the C regime [16] , the transition to the NC state releases them to potentially favor SC through fluctuation-induced pairing. This is the analogue of pairing induced by fluctuations of magnetic order proposed for high-temperature superconductors [35] .
As a minimal approach to describe this interplay between the two orders we propose extending the conventional [36] Ginzburg-Landau free energy associated with the SC order parameter, Φ(r), and writing
Making a s a function of ∇ψ j permits the enhancement of SC by deviations from a C-CDW. To lowest order in the interaction and inhomogeneity, a s should have the form a s = a 0 − a 1 j |∇ψ j | 2 , where a 0 ∝ T − T sc is the conventional quadratic coefficient and a 1 > 0 so that SC is stabilized within regions of fluctuating C order (we take a 1 to be T -independent). This captures phenomenologically both the effect of fluctuation-induced (a 0 = const.) and fluctuation-enhanced (a 0 ∝ T − T sc ) pairing, as well as the spatial enhancement of the electronic DOS at DCs [2] .
The total free energy is now F = F cdw + F sc and the coupling in (3) requires one to self-consistently find the saddle point for both ψ j (r) and Φ(r). As in TiSe 2 T cdw 40 K and T sc 4 K T cdw [1, 5, 8] , the CDW order parameter is well developed when the SC instability appears. Combined with the fact that we are in a time-independent Ginzburg-Landau framework, this justifies solving the two problems independently and tackle Eq. (3) given the solution to the CDW alone. In practice, this entails minimizing F sc in the presence of the static CDW background that minimizes Eq. (2) .
A representative outcome of such procedure [30] is shown in Fig. 2(d) for the CDW solution in panel (a) [37] . The most significant feature is the non-uniformity of Φ(r) that follows the spatial texture of the DC network. The section plotted in Fig. 2(e) shows there is no SC within the C domains [Φ(x 1 ) = 0] but only at and near the DCs, and that SC is reinforced when two DCs overlap at the vertices of the Kagome:
Most interestingly, it is clear from how ∇ψ j enters the quadratic coefficient a s in Eq. (3) that, depending on the parameters, the development of SC in the NC regime might take place in three stages with decreasing temperature, see Fig. 3 .) The coupling proposed in Eq. (3) therefore predicts that, depending on the temperature, the SC order can have either a 0d, 1d or 2d character. This can be experimentally probed with temperature-dependent local spectroscopy across the SC transition. Also, in the absence of other intrinsic pairing mechanisms [38] , this picture predicts that if the localization length of Ψ(r) is not much larger than the width of a DC, it is possible that T 2d sc = 0 in the NC region of the phase diagram. SC would then span the system, at most, through the 1d network [cf. Fig. 3(a) ].
The area of SC stability in the phase diagram depends on whether the parameter a 1 in Eq. (3) varies with E. If it does not, SC persists from the NC to the IC limit at temperatures below the gray line in Fig. 1 . It remains in the IC limit because |∇ψ j | is finite in the IC limit, thereby supporting uniform SC. This is a sensible physical outcome from a perspective of fluctuation-induced pairing because phase fluctuations of an IC-CDW are gapless. In the specific case of doped TiSe 2 , however, SC seems to exist only over a dome-shaped portion of the phase diagram, over a finite density range [1, 5] . This phenomenology can be captured by replacing a 1 → a 1 E in the parameter a s , making it depend both implicitly (through ψ j ) and explicitly on the lock-in parameter E. In view of the previously argued negative correlation between E and the electronic density, this amounts to mak- ing the coupling to CDW fluctuations weaker at higher densities, which is also physically plausible in view of screening. Indeed, the phase boundary computed in this way corresponds to the dome-shaped red line in Fig. 1 : by restricting the SC phase to the NC region it renders the phase diagram qualitatively correct.
Ramifications -The feasibility of non-uniform percolative SC in the NC regime is determined by the characteristic width of DCs (w), their separation (L, the size of the C domains), and the SC coherence length ξ (∼12 nm in TiSe 2 [39] ). It is likely that w ξ, not sufficient to permit fully developed SC grains in the temperature range T 1d sc < T < T 0d sc where the model predicts nucleation at the vertices of the DC network. But it might be enough to stabilize Cooper pairs within each vertex reducing the problem to that of interacting Bose particles on a lattice with a metallic background (similarly to cold atoms on an optical lattice [40] , except that the periodic potential comes here from the DC network and is temperature dependent). Tunneling of non-condensed pairs among this realization of a Josephson junction array would tally with the observation [9] of an anomalous-metallic phase in TiSe 2 near T = 0 K [41] [42] [43] [44] , and the analysis of its vortex phases would be similar to that in references 45 and 46.
The situation in the range T 2d sc < T < T 1d sc has interesting implications in the presence of a magnetic field, B. First, vortices are naturally pinned by the DC lattice, even in the absence of disorder, and their motion correlated. Second, given the likelihood that w ξ, vortices would not squeeze within DCs; the supercurrent would instead circulate along the linked network of 1D SC channels [36] , as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . If L ξ, we may regard this as a microscopic version of SC wire grids which have been extensively studied experimentally [47] [48] [49] [50] and theoretically [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . A distinctive feature of these grids are oscillatory dips as a function of B in thermodynamic [47] and transport [49] properties, with period determined by rational fractions, f = φ/φ 0 , of the flux through the grid's elementary plaquette (φ ∼ BL 2 , φ 0 ≡ h/2e) [53, 54, 56] . Given that such a networked texture of the SC order parameter is a natural implication of the model studied here, it is tempting to speculate this to be the origin of Little-Parks-type resistance oscillations found in the SC/anomalous-metal phase of TiSe 2 near optimum doping [1] .
To put this to the test, assume the grid is hexagonal as in Fig. 2(d) (f = 1/4 [54] ) and take the first magnetoresistance dip at B 0.13 T in the experiment of Li et al. [1] . Hence,
70 nm. We noted above that L = √ 3a/(Lη) where a = 0.35 nm for TiSe 2 [22, 57] . Since η ∼ 1 (Fig. 1) , it follows that δ ∼ 0.01. In other words, interpreted from the perspective of our model, the experimental resistance oscillations indirectly suggest a CDW incommensurability factor δ ∼ 1% and a typical distance between DCs L ∼ 70 nm. Compellingly, x-ray diffraction does reveal δ ∼ 5-15% in the superconducting dome [7] , which is in the same range as in other metallic TMDs [58] , and STM finds DCs separated by 10's of nm at optimum doping above T sc [2] . Having in mind that Cu intercalation likely pins and disorders the DCs into an irregular network, these estimates seem in noteworthy agreement with experiments.
Experimental evidence that SC emerges with the suppression of the C-CDW in the NC regime is increasingly better documented across a large range of 2H and 1T TMDs [4] . These span both good metals and semimetals, as well as a number of distinct commensurability conditions. Our model straightforwardly extends to these cases, each corresponding to a particular region of the general phase diagram in Fig. 1 . It thus provides a definite and universal phenomenological foundation to further explore the interplay between these two coexisting orders and their fluctuations.
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SI. TRANSFORMATION OF THE ORDER PARAMETER UNDER SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
In order to establish a Ginzburg-Landau free energy, we begin with considering the symmetries of the system. Monolayer TiSe 2 has four types of symmetry: translational, C 3 rotation, mirror (along ΓM 's) and inversion. Using the fact that the commensurate wavevectors are Q C j ≡ G j /2, where G j (j = 1, 2, 3) are primitive reciprocal vectors related by 120 degree rotations, the order parameters transform as follows.
Under translation by a Bravais lattice vector,
3. Under a mirror operation,
4. Under an inversion, I,
SII. FREE ENERGY DERIVED FROM THE SYMMETRIES OF THE SYSTEM
After taking into account the symmetry of the system, assuming higher order coupling terms do not play a significant role, and only focusing on the simplest types of coupling which can capture the lock-in effect of the commensurate charge density wave (described by the E-term) and the interaction between the three density waves, one arrive at the free energy in Eq. (2):
In view of the C 6 rotational symmetry of the CDW and given that we are not interested in the development of other CDW phases due to induced anisotropy, strain, or disorder, we make the gradient term isotropic by choosing B = C.
SIII. HARMONIC EXPANSION SIII.A. Outline of the method
When we consider an IC-CDW characterized by a certain q j , the various terms in Eq. (2b) induce higher harmonics of it. Hence, the equilibrium IC state must consist of a linear combination of infinite compatible harmonics. This fact must be explicitly accounted for in order to properly describe: the C-IC transition, the fact that the equilibrium q j changes with temperature, as well as the order of the phase transitions 1,2 . In addition, despite the insight provided by phase-only models 3, 4 , both the phase and amplitude of the order parameter should be considered to properly describe the stable CDW as, not a uniform plane wave solution, but a wave periodically distorted in real space to accommodate the competing E and B terms in the free energy 2,5,6 . These two aspects, combined with the fact that the saddle-point equations are nonlinear, make the analytical minimization of f cdw (r) a formidable problem, except in simplified cases 5, 6 .
A pragmatic approach consists in making a systematic harmonic expansion of the order parameter and minimizing the free energy numerically, as pioneered by Nakanishi et al. [7] [8] [9] .
Accordingly, we consider the expansion
where q j;lmn ≡ (2l + 1)q j + 2mq j+1 + 2nq j+2 are the harmonics of q j generated by f 1 (r) and l, m, n are positive integers smaller than a cutoff N . Eq. (S6) captures both the C (∆ j;lmn = 0) and an arbitrary IC wave (q j;lmn = 0 and ∆ j;lmn = 0) modulated in amplitude and phase. Although {∆ j;0 , ∆ j;lmn } ∈ C in general, we make the simplifying assumptions
, and |q j | ≡ η q I , which are all compatible with the experimental density modulation δρ(r). Under these conditions, the free energy functional becomes a function of real parameters [a total of (N + 1)
where ∆ 0 , ∆ lmn , η, are determined to minimize F cdw (the explicit form of F cdw is given below).
We performed the multidimensional minimization of F cdw numerically with respect to ∆ 0 and ∆ lmn at fixed η, subsequently scanning the latter in a fixed range. As Eq. (2) penalize deviations of q j from q I j (via the B term) and from 0 (via the E term), it is sufficient to scan the range η ∈ [0, 1] to obtain the global minimum. We verified that the expansion (S6) converges rapidly (cf. Fig. S2) , and used the quite sufficient cutoff N = 3 in all subsequent calculations.
SIII.B. Explicit form of the harmonic-expanded free energy
Substituting the order parameter given by Eq. (S6) into Eq. (2) and after some algebra, the free energy can be shown to be equal to:
Here, the δ-function is defined as
In principle, complex ∆ j;lmn 's should be used, however, as mentioned in the main text, we studied the case when ∆ j;0 = ∆ 0 , ∆ j;lmn = ∆ lmn and are real. Under these assumptions, the free energy expansion simplifies to: Since we are minimizing numerically a 39-dimensional function, in order to reduce the chance of finding just a local minimum, we stochastically repeat each minimization multiple Fig. S1(c) and Fig. S1(d) , which indicates that the equilibrium state is an ICDW. As can be seen from Fig. S2(a) , due to the finite jump of η at the transition temperature, the C-IC transition is of first order.
SIV.B. Explicit form of the SC free energies
As described in the main text, we considered two explicit forms of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy for the SC amplitude Φ(r) that differ only in whether the constant that couples it to the CDW order parameter depends on the lock-in energy E. In the first form the free energy in Eq. (3) reads explicitly
where the constants were chosen as follows: a 0 = 10t + 60, where t represents the reduced temperature, t = (T −T sc )/T sc , and the factors 10 and 60 have been chosen so that T sc /T cdw at the C-NC boundary reproduces the experimental ratio found for those critical temperatures at optimal doping; a 1 = 500 × 2.1 so that the maximum T sc in this calculation matches the one obtained on the basis of Eq. (S12) at the calculated tip of the SC dome; b s = c s = 1 for simplicity since, presently, we are interested only in the qualitative characteristics of the solution and its relation to the DC network, and not in the specific details of how stiff the SC order parameter is, which is controlled by b s , but regarding which no experimental evidence or data exists yet.
Since all constants are independent of E in this scheme, the effect of the lock-in energy enters only indirectly via the dependence of the CDW texture on E. Using this free energy and these parameters, the SC transition occurs at the gray line shown in the phase diagram of Fig. (1) .
The second scheme discussed in the main text makes the coupling depend explicitly on E. This means that the free energy reads explicitly
where the constants are chosen as above, a 0 = 10t + 60, b s = c s = 1, except that a 1 = 500
now. In this case, the effect of the lock-in energy E appears both explicitly, as a prefactor to the interaction, and implicitly, through its effect on ψ j (r).
SIV.C. Solving for the equilibrium superconducting order parameter
We must determine the solution Φ(r) that minimizes the free energy F sc in either of the forms written in (S11) or (S12). For every point (E, t) in the parameter space of the phase diagram, we replace ψ j (r) by the corresponding equilibrium solution arising from the minimization of F cdw . Since ψ j (r) is non-uniform in space outside the C-CDW phase, this turns the equations (S11) and (S12) into non-uniform Ginzburg-Landau problems.
Numerically, we solve the Euler-Lagrange equations for Φ(r) using the CDW texture ( j |∇ψ j (r)| 2 ) itself as the initial trial solution which is then relaxed under periodic boundary conditions consistent with the CDW and discommensuration network. 
sc , isolated SC islands emerge at the intersection of three CDW DCs and forms a Kagome lattice, as shown in panel (a1-2). At very low temperature (T < T (2) sc ), the area of SC network expands and is able to cover the entire space, a 2D SC regime is achieved. Due to the linear dependence on E in the CDW and SC coupling a 1 , when E decreases, the SC 
